Nurses are on the frontlines of pressure injury (PI) prevention, assessment, and management. Understanding PI risks and causes and having a firm grasp on the tools and skills required for accurate assessment help to ensure successful patient outcomes. (See PI etiology.)

In this article, we’ll discuss nursing considerations related to PIs within the acute-care setting, including methods to enhance patient care.

Risk factors
While the most significant PI risk factor is reduced movement or immobility, several factors can place patients at risk, including decreased perfusion and oxygenation, increased skin moisture and temperature, friction and shear, decreased sensory perception, hemodynamic instability, vasoactive medications, intensive care unit (ICU) length of stay, surgery, and overall health status. Pressure from medical devices—such as catheters, and I.V. and endotracheal tubes—also can cause PIs. And patients with existing PIs are at increased risk for others.

Nutritional deficiency and advanced age have been shown to increase the risk of PIs. Aging decreases dermal thickness and sensory perception, which can lead to more rapid tissue injury but leave patients less likely to respond to tissue cues to change position. Poor nutritional status may result in decreased protein, rendering tissue more susceptible to the effects of pressure.

Intensive nursing care decreases complications and improves patient outcomes. Studies have suggested that PI development also can be affected by the number of nurses and time spent at the bedside. A structured approach that includes comprehensive risk assessment is recommended to identify PI risk. Use a reliable and valid tool appropriate to the specific patient population, and implement interventions specific to the patient’s needs based on the scoring criteria used.

Acute-care challenges and solutions
Nurses in acute-care settings often juggle multiple needs for multiple patients, some with several co-morbidities, which requires impeccable organizational skills. All acute-care settings should have a comprehensive prevention program that includes risk assessment, skin care, pressure redistribution, friction and shear management, incontinence/moisture management, nutritional assessment and interventions, education (for both clinical staff and patients), and communication.
Pressure injuries (PIs) occur when direct pressure causes tissue ischemia in the skin, muscle, and fascia. This typically occurs over bony prominences, but also can occur in other locations. Direct pressure causes compression of small vessels and prevents oxygen from being delivered at the capillary interface, resulting in edema that further compresses small vessels and increases tissue ischemia and death. Pressure duration and intensity are directly related to tissue damage. Most PIs occur on the sacrum, coccyx, and heels.

(See Key strategies.) However, specific settings—ICU, emergency department (ED), and operating room (OR)—have their own unique challenges and solutions. Here’s an overview; you can learn more by reading related articles in this special report.

**Emergency department**
Patients in the ED often present with life-threatening or serious health conditions that take priority over skin assessment. However, while patients are in the ED, they’re typically cared for on transport carts that may not have the same types of pressure-reduction mattresses as hospital beds. Some facilities have protocols to add additional pressure-reducing surfaces for high-risk patients in the ED. Also, because many patients move out of the ED quickly, no protocol exists for turning patients at least every 2 hours. Take note of patients who stay longer than 2 hours and reposition them as needed.

**Operating room**
Unique challenges in the OR include operating tables and required patient positioning. OR tables are rigid and can cause significant PIs if they’re not appropriately padded or if the patient isn’t properly positioned. Similarly, medical devices used during surgery should be padded and carefully positioned to prevent PIs. Because patients can’t be repositioned during surgery, assess for potential pressure areas and patient risk, and request prevention accommodations before surgery begins.

**Intensive care unit**
Patients in the ICU must contend with multiple medical devices that may cause PIs, as well as conditions and medications that may cause vasoconstriction and reduce blood flow to the skin. The resulting decrease in perfusion and oxygenation may make patients more susceptible to PIs. Patients in the ICU generally require multiple medications for hemodynamic instability, which may make repositioning a challenge due to blood pressure changes. You can still shift patients to relieve pressure, just use smaller adjustments and turns. In addition, patients in the ICU are at increased risk of malnutrition and require interdisciplinary coordination to implement early nutritional support. They also may experience temperature variations—either hypothermia, which decreases perfusion, or hyperthermia, which increases moisture. Maintain normothermia when possible.

**Nursing considerations**
The most important aspect of nursing care is dili-
Follow these key strategies to prevent pressure injuries in acute-care settings.

- Use support surfaces that offer pressure relief/reduction and manage the microclimate.
- Reposition patients to reduce the duration and intensity of pressure over vulnerable areas. Avoid positioning the patient on bony prominences with existing nonblanchable erythema.
- Use transfer aids to avoid dragging the patient while repositioning and reduce friction and shear forces.
- Use positioning devices to offload sacral pressure (30-degree side-lying position) and prevent pressure on bony prominences. Assess whether actual offloading has occurred by placing your hand under the patient’s sacrum to determine whether it’s off the bed.
- Teach chair-bound patients, who are able, to shift their weight every 15 minutes. Use pressure-relieving surfaces under patients while they’re sitting.
- Maintain a clean environment and use containment and barrier products to protect the skin from stool, urine, and other fluids. Clean skin promptly after incontinence.
- Manage skin microclimate by decreasing/absorbing moisture, containing moisture, and managing temperature (maintain normothermia). Choose support surfaces that provide microclimate management.
- Assess nutrition and hydration. Consult dieticians as appropriate.
- Check all medical devices for potential pressure; remove pressure or pad the device as necessary.
- Consult with certified wound care nurses to help determine prevention strategies.
- Use prophylactic dressings over bony prominences as indicated.

Gent assessment and implementation of prevention strategies. Assessments should be performed at admission, by each nurse on each shift, when patients are transferred, and at discharge. Many organizations have adopted two-person skin assessment at admission. The skin assessment score should then direct you to the appropriate prevention strategies.

Use protocols, guidelines, order sets, or care plans that outline appropriate nursing care measures based on risk assessment and prevention strategies. The bundle approach is a comprehensive, collaborative solution for PI prevention or reduction. In two recent studies, PIs were decreased significantly after implementing a bundle of prevention strategies.

Prophylactic dressings, such as a polyurethane foam dressing on bony prominences, may help prevent PIs in anatomical areas frequently subjected to friction and shear. These dressings also can be used to protect skin from medical devices. Choose prophylactic dressings designed to allow for regular skin assessments. For example, they should have soft silicone borders that are easy to lift for routine skin checks without creating tape burns or other injuries.

Other research-based measures include standardized communication tools to enhance interdepartmental collaboration, and support surfaces—such as mattress overlays and specialized bed surfaces—that alter the microclimate by regulating the rate of moisture evaporation and heat dissipation.

A centerpiece of care

PIs can occur in any acute-care environment. You and your colleagues should understand the factors that place patients at increased risk for PI and be knowledgeable about prevention strategies. A one-size-fits-all prevention option doesn’t exist, so the best approach is comprehensive, collaborative bundling of multiple interventions individualized to each patient. Make PI awareness and education a centerpiece of your nursing care.
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